Life at The Top – Chapter 1668
“Of course I understand this, but we still have to temper their performance.”

Jasper shook his head and said.

Jake or Baz, to put it bluntly, were just otakus who sat in front of their computer and studied stock funds every
day. If you wanted such otakus to have the kind of svelte of a professional fund manager that could boast, fool
investors, and deceive stock investors, you still needed to deliberately train them for a while.

“How are you?” Wendy asked.

“How bad can I be? I’m in the presidential suite of a five star hotel. I am eating amazing food and drinking
well. I’m even sleeping…”

Speaking of this, Jasper saw Wendy narrowing her eyes, so he hurriedly added, “I just miss you a little bit.”

“Just a little bit?” Wendy was unhappy.

“So much.”

Jasper said quickly, full of eagerness to survive.

With a soft snort, Wendy said, “Stay safe in Finland. Come back soon after the matter is over. I always feel
uneasy when you’re not around.”

Jasper smiled and said, “I know. Nothing big happened in the company, right?”

“No, it has developed very well. Abbylon has followed your suggestions. After the advertising traffic push
was conducted, sellers became very enthusiastic. Judging from this situation, at least the headquarters won’t
have to keep dumping money in it anymore.”

“Terizone has developed more and has successively acted as the agent for several games from Coreana. With
the help of Sentel, the discussion went smoothly. The current operation is going good and is already
profitable.”

“Tell them not to forget that socializing is still the core and lifeblood of Terizone. Don’t lose sight of the most
important objective for the pursuit of money.” Jasper frowned.

Wendy said with a smile, “Don’t worry, Hudson is not someone who doesn‘t know how to prioritize. Recently,
there have been a few updates on the socializing app, and we added the function of membership and space.
The response has been very good.”

“Furthermore, we also sold some nice account names at very high prices. In short, all of Terizone has become
increasingly profitable.”

“Needless to say, the real estate company has always been our cash cow and their hematopoietic ability is still
strong. However, since you require them to build high-end residences, the investment required is also huge.”

“However, there is nothing to worry about. In the current domestic real estate industry, even a pig can make
money, let alone JW. In the latest national real estate industry rankings, JW ranks fifth in the country overall
and ranks first in the private sector.”

“Moreover, in some big cities where JW Real Estates has been deeply cultivated, JW’s real estate has formed
a brand effect which is synonymous with high-end housing in many people’s eyes. This is a good phenomenon.
Now the entire real estate business group says Mr. Laine’s vision is very unique.”

“As for Sena, United Legends is still popular, but they are complaining about Terizone’s entry into the game
industry as these two companies are now the biggest competitors in the game industry. Jack and quarreled with
Hudson a few times about this.”

Jasper laughed and said, “Normal business competition is not a concern. It is their personal business even if
they split each others’ heads open.”

“What’s more, they are just putting on an act for us. Since ancient times, the crying child will be given milk.
If they don’t show how unconvinced or how poor they are to us, why would headquarter allocate resources to
them?”

Wendy smiled and said, “What you said makes sense, but Sena really needs support. Compared with the
diversified Terizone, Sena has only United Legends, which is very dangerous.”

